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Benefits of Creating a 
Content Hub



Benefits of 
Creating a 

Content Hub:

• Great for Search Engines = More 
Traffic
• Gain More Backlinks
• Generate New Leads & Sales
• Improved Website Authority & 

Credibility
• Builds Brand Awareness



What is a Content 
Hub?



What is a Content Hub?
A content hub is a destination on 
your website containing content 
around a certain topic. Generally, 
this content is intended to give a 
high-level overview of the subject 
in question and can be either a 
long-read, or simply a centralized 
hub page (depending on the type 
of site you run and the given 
topic).



Why is a Content Hub 
Important?



Why is a Content Hub 
Important?
There are several reasons, but 
primarily, it’s because they are 
good for SEO.
If you have a wealth of high-
quality, detailed content on a 
particular topic, then it helps to 
establish you as a credible 
authority on that topic. It’s also 
more conducive to getting 
backlinks which, again, can boost 
your domain authority.



How to Create A 
Content Hub



The 7 Core Steps 
to Building a 
Content Hub



1. Choose Your Topics



1. Choose 
Your Topics

• Identify themes relevant 
to your brand
•Define the core topic of 
your cluster
•Choose your subtopics





2. Audit Your Existing 
Content



2. Audit Your 
Existing 
Content

•Find out whether you 
already have content for 
your hub
•Fix outdated content and 
improve pages with 
decreasing traffic
•Use the content audit tool 
to automate your efforts





3. Check Out Your 
Competition



•Check out the top 10 SERP 
results for your keyword
•Get an idea of the depth of 
structure required to 
compete
•Use the SEO content 
template to generate a 
brief with relevant insights

3. Check Out 
Your 
Competition







4. Research Influencers 
and Link Creators



4. Research 
Influencers 
and Link 
Creators

• Identify topics trending 
among “link creators” in 
your space
•Create authentic 
connections with relevant 
SME’s
•Use the Brand Monitoring 
tool to find potential 
partners







5. Create The 
Content



5. Create 
The Content

•Focus on generating 
engaging headlines
•Plan the structure for 
each content piece
•Use Topic Research to 
find relevant questions



5. Create 
The Content

Source: Content Marketing Institute





6. Publish the 
Content



6. Publish 
the Content

Once your cluster content:
•has a suitable title;
• is able to compete in terms 
of depth with the other top 
10 search results;
• is unique and genuinely 
valuable; and
• is backed up by expert 
insight





7. Promote Your 
Content Externally & 
Internally



7. Promote 
Your 
Content 
Externally & 
Internally

•Make sure your content hubs 
are visible to users and are 
easy to navigate
•Reach out to influencers to 

promote your in-depth expert 
content (especially pillar pages)
•Use key promotional tactics for 

content hubs: leverage series 
of social media posts and 
emails, forums, and media 
outreach



Bonus: Analyze Your 
Content Hub 
Performance



Bonus: 
Analyze Your 
Content Hub 
Performance

•Regularly audit the 
performance of your 
content
•Assess your hub as a whole, 
looking at traffic and 
conversions
•Make decisions on creating 
gated pieces and updating 
content based on your hub 
analysis 







The Different 
Type of Content 
Hubs



Classic Hub and Spoke



Content Library



Topic Gateway



Content Database



Topic Matrix



Resources



https://www.semrush.com/blog/creating-a-content-hub/



https://www.semrush.com/ebooks/competitive-content-analysis-template/ https://www.semrush.com/ebooks/seo-friendly-content-checklist/

https://www.semrush.com/ebooks/competitive-content-analysis-template/
https://www.semrush.com/ebooks/seo-friendly-content-checklist/


https://www.semrush.com/partner/jimmynewsonpro/



https://www.movingforwardsmallbusiness.com/small-business-resources



Want More Great Training, 
Resources and Networking 
Opportunities to Grow Your 

Business?
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